INTRODUCTION
Many years ago I started my journey as a former of ideas. The path was uneven and often rough even
at times treacherous. However, as such paths tend to be, there were long stretches of pleasant woods and
meadows as well as wonderful beaches. All of these places helped temper my person. Being an adventurer,
an observer, is what brings the out the passion for design and creation.
Asked to describe myself in context I would use the label inventor or perhaps a more classical;
renaissance man. I enjoy greatly being exposed to new ideas and the adaptation of old ones.
It is my hope, my goal that the materials, ideas and so forth within express an interesting and engaging
view of my person. While it is not possible to gather together and truly showcase the heart of all that is done
in any single persons career I believe that I have included some snapshots and glimpses into my work that
will, at least, intrigue and lead you to engage in conversation.
This body of work, the story, is a bit like Mr. Buttons, that is, told from newest to oldest, a walk
backwards. However, this journey is sprinkled with side trips where and when I felt appropriate.
I hope you enjoy,
Edward C. Owen

Contact Information
Email: ecobao@hotmail.com and edo@artisan-visum.com
LinkedIn: search for ed owen
Website: http://www.artisan-visum.com
Telephone: (206) 383-4715
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PROFILE
I have been a Product Developer for nearly four decades. My career has been a mixture, a blending mainly
of the fields of product designer, mechanical engineer and processing engineer. During this time I have
developed hundreds of successful products for the consumer, medical and industrial markets.
I have held positions as contractor, direct employee and consultant. These have included Sr. Hardware
Engineer (Microsoft), Director of Engineering (S&H Diagnostics), Expert Engineer (HP Inc), Sr Manager
of Hardware (Amazon) and Principal Consultant at OwenDesign and Artisan-Visum llc.
I have also learned skills such as project and program management, small business management and other
typical and required skills for success in owning and running a business and working within the corporate
environment.

Early in my career I spent time engaged both in full time work and as a full time student. I went to Bristol
Community College, Fall River, MA from 1979 through 1982 taking engineering foundation courses
including Physics, Mathematics, Mechanics, Fluids, Stress Analysis, and Machine Design. I studied
Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T) obtaining a certificate in 1992 and Mold flow (C-mold)
certificate in 1996.
I am a fervent seeker of knowledge and, untraditional, student. I believe in learning through immersion
often seeking challenges through my project choices. I also believe that all true learning is self learning
though not by seclusion but through good mentors and experiences. From this I have spent and continue to
spend time learning my craft.
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DREAMS, THOUGHTS, IDEAS…
To me design is about solving the needs, wants, desires, encountered in every day living. This ranges
from the mundane things that make general life more palatable to addressing the more complex and
perhaps serious needs to bring joy in living and, hopefully, from fun and playful products.
Everything has a story, choosing a constructive narrative to tell this story allows for understanding.
When first approaching a design, I develop the story using elements of the narrative mode1. It needs to
be understood from which view the need comes from. Is it First Person: I am the narrator the story is
from my perspective, Second Person: You are narrator the story is from your perspective or Third
Person: the story is told from the view of the “he, she, it and they”.
Using narrative voice concepts adds to clarity and is useful as method modifiers. These involve knowing
whether the narrator is subjective, a biased view or objective, an unbiased view. Most are a mixture of
subjective and objective.
I believe strongly in the design process involving persona characteristics; Explorer, Artist\Inventor,
Judge and Warrior. From these I feel the Explorer\Anthropologist, the “Seer” is first and foremost.
Observation without judgment in the earliest part of the story is, I feel, key to innovation.
CONCEPTS, DEFINITION (I D\PD ) Capturing a process, a design method, Some thoughts on this;
Concept Generation- “see first…best if through new eyes”
What is the need the want the desire? Why do we need or desire it? What is the Story?
User Experience
Easy to use? Easy to understand? Does it scare me?... Serious or Fun or both?
Product Definition
Can it be made? Can it be sold? Can I afford to do it? Feasibility
The “Man\Machine” relationship
Can I hold it? Is it comfortable? Would I use it? Ergonomics
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
It’s generally easy to make a product perform to a given set of conditions, it’s often hard to make it
perform well to several and near impossible to make it do so when the variety of possibilities of the end
user come to play.
Mechanical Engineering is about the study of failure, it’s the why things don’t or won’t work. Success of
an idea, a product, often is centered not on the intended use but on how well it performs when outside
influences and unintended uses are encountered. Over my career I have taken this broader approach to the
projects I have been involved with. This philosophy is sound and has brought success to those products.
Be true to the design intent: defend design early and don’t acquiesce to other demands for the sake of ease
or expediency
Be a Hunter-Gatherer: explore outside the box looking to new places as well as old for inspiration and
solutions
Be a deep thinker: go beyond (ME) design and engineer the idea. Apply analysis and engineering rigor to
sort out the weak links. Be a better scientist when problem solving.
Be pragmatic: sometimes you need to shoot the engineers and ship the product. Knowing when to
compromise, make the trade offs, and where to fight the fight comes from experience.
Specific Skill Areas;
•
Synthesis
•
Analysis
•
FEA
•
Mechanism Design
•
Mechanical and machine design
•
Robotics and Automation
•
Electronics packaging
•
Fluid power systems
•
Tool Design and Engineering (Injection, Thermoforming, Blow Molding, Metal Forming)
•
Manufacturing methods, and rapid prototyping
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MATERIALS WE USE; METALS, PLASTICS AND THE OTHER STUFF
The materials we use to physically build our creations offer a multitude of options. Choosing the
“right” material for a given idea is often a challenge and can feel overwhelming. Selection is
accomplished with experience in knowing how to balance the requirements and how to leave options
open whenever possible.
I have used many materials over my career. These have ranged from the common to the exotic in
metals, non-metallic and polymers. I have worked with woods, cloth and more over the span of
projects I have been involved with.
I offer expert plastics product design and engineering for all major processes including Injection
molding, GAIM, Blow molding, Structural foam, RIM and Thermoforming.
I have current knowledge of emerging technologies such as Hot\Cold Processing, Mucell and Highgloss processing.
I have tool design and engineering knowledge including highly complex molding solutions for
difficult to mold product. This includes methods using “exploding” cores, buried actions, etc.
I developed scientific molding methods currently used by the XBOX Accessories team.
My polymer engineering approach is to treat the entire system with the goal of producing the best
part. I evaluate the capabilities of the press, the tool and the support equipment. I define the best
process using Scientific molding\decoupled molding techniques.
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OTHER SKILLS:
Over my life I have acquired and developed additional skills in the following related fields;
•

Sculpting; mostly additive work, some subtractive, in various materials such as polymer clays, wax,
stone and others

•

Pencil, Marker and Mixed Media Sketching

•

Model Making including scratch building and urethane casting. I have done silicone molds, slush
molding and other typical model building tasks. I have some skill, though not overly refined, in
finishing and painting.

•

Machine Tools: I have experience in running most machine types found in a shop. This includes mills,
lathes, grinders, band saws, etc. I own a small shop back in Massachusetts where I made prototypes and
development models for OwenDesign.

•

Blacksmithing; I grew up working with my Father, a skilled Blacksmith, in his forge.

•

Sheet Metal Fabrication, Punch, Break and Press work.

•

Heavy Equipment & Automotive repair including engine rebuilds, break systems, exhaust systems,
chassis, fuel systems, etc. I have worked on many vehicle types from cars, motorcycles, contraction
equipment to farm equipment.

•

Furniture Design and Fabrication. I have built many pieces for personal and sale. I particularly enjoy
box and free standing cabinets.

•

Structural and Finish Carpentry and General Construction. I have designed, built, rebuilt and repaired
many residential houses, farm buildings including livestock barns, green houses and storage buildings. I
have some experience in site design for buildings and water-works such as farm pond and irrigation
systems.

OTHER JOBS
I worked for five plus years as a commercial artist doing advertising layouts and roughs for the newspaper
and yellow page markets. During this time I also did non-durable signage.
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Companies Listing , 1978 to present
Acufex Microsurgical Inc.
Acushnet Co.

Amazon Go
American Biophysics Corp.
Art Technology Group Inc.
Arichell
Aseco Inc.
AS&E Inc.
Asahi-America Inc.
Bay Audio Inc.
Baxter Healthcare
Bose
Bostitch

Ciba-Corning Diagnostics (ISDA Medical Device Award Winner)
Combimatrix

Cramer (Harbor Medical) (MDM Award Winner)
Emerson & Cuming
EMC
Fax International Inc.
Fishman Transducer Corp.
Foster-Miller Inc.
General Dynamics
GTE Government Systems

Hasbro Inc. (Parents Choice Award Winner)
Haemonetics
Hewlett Packard
Instron Inc.
Invision Products
Innov-X Systems
Knight Medical Inc.
LTX Inc.

Microsoft Corporation (XBOX) (ISDA Award Winner)
Midas Vision Systems
Mira Inc.
Niton Corporation
The Ocean Group
Packaging Industries Inc.
Parker Nichols
Zenith Pump Div.

Safety 1st (Parents Choice Award Winner)
S&H Diagnostics
The Stilwell Group
Teledyne Rodney Metals
Tenebraex Inc.
Texas Instruments Inc.
Thermax Inc.
TissueLink Medical
Valve Corporation
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Artisan-Visum llc Consultancy, 2013-Present, Master Artisan, Owner
Artisan-Visum llc is my current venture into exploration of my own ideas, products and
imagination along with side trips that pay some bills.
My goals and focus for traditional clients has not changed. These skills are explained in other
pages, I hope not to bore with to much repetition.
One new concentration is in the area of Plastics Processing and Tool development. Providing
a complete Turn-Key method for production through detailed documentation and training.
I find that many development engineering groups, even those with “years of experience” lack
process and tooling knowledge. To address this I have been teaching (within HP), and
creating expert subject materials for clients.

My exploration into unique products and ideas focuses both on the tangible, such as custom
wine storage, furniture designs and related products, to the more “in-tangible”,
Zombiebuneez, et. al. These explorations extend my current thinking and learning outside the
traditional. I feel this helps bring fresh perspectives into all the areas I am involved in.
OwenDesign was my Massachusetts consulting business I operated for 15 years prior to
Artisan-Visum llc. I handled all aspects of the business including the marketing and business
development, personnel management and project management.
OwenDesign was focused on;
•
Product Design (conceptual development, ideation, form and feature development, etc.)
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•

Product Feasibility, the idea story (Market, Cost, Concept Soundness)

•

Mechanical Engineering (specialty in mechanism design)

•

Engineering Feasibility

•

Stress Analysis (FEA)

•

Failure Analysis (FMEA, RCA)

•

Materials and Process Selection

•

Vendor sourcing, selection and liaison
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Work History, Consultancy
Edmund Britt & Company and Michael Cattafe and Associates
For these Industrial Design Firms I provided ID, Mechanical Engineering and Plastics
expertise over many projects. These services ranged from blue sky-concept to matterof-fact implementation. Projects have included heart defibrillation equipment,
Exercise Equipment for Trotter, Experimental Sports footwear for Converse,
Industrial consoles and enclosures, and such.
American Biophysics Corp.
I developed the complete engineering documentation for the manufacture of their
product lines. This involved the creation of the document system, Procedure formats
and work instructions. Additionally I provided design critique as the product was
developed. This involved injection molding processing evaluation and improvement,
ID, Mechanical design and UX improvements over their entire product line.
American Science and Engineering, Inc. (with Michael Cattafe & Associates)
I developed the initial concept work for this client’s backscatter X-ray scanning
equipment (the first equipment you now see in TSA stations). This involved the
design of the structure and scanner lift mechanism. I also provided liaison and
consultation during the final design phase.
Arichell (with Michael Cattafe & Associates)
I provided Mechanical Engineering to this client. Projects included verifying part and
assembly design. Correcting part geometry for molding. Review and analysis of valve
assemblies for correct function. I developed several of their fluid seal and valve
designs used on touch less flushing systems.
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Work History, Consultancy
Art Technology Group (ATG) (with B&B Design)
I designed a 5-axis robotic camera system for this company. This Project involved
working closely with ID and the client to realize this system as a consumer level
system. The client's goal was to introduce a product that small companies could use to
import 3D models, especially architectural models, to CAD and Multimedia. This
system involved the design of the entire cell including the gantry frame. This frame
needed to remain stiff during use as not to impart jitter to the camera. Cost and ease
of use were drivers in this product.
Asahi-America, Inc. (with Ed Britt & Co.)
This project involved the development of this company’s new line of standard and
ultrasonic flow meters. The product line covered over 100 various sizes and forms as
well as several materials. This work involved the implementation of their research
data to shape the metering surfaces. Also, the design of the form factor to meet
various industry standards for general and high purity systems. The primary goal was
to move Asahi’s product line from machined to molded. This was made complicated
by the low volumes for each style and the number of products. I developed a tool
system using hand inserted cores to allow for a variety of product molding
combinations with low cost to each.
Bay Audio Inc.
I provided the engineering and design for their entire new in-wall and cabinet speaker
product lines. The primary fabrication method was the use of aluminum extrusions
with IM plastic grills and components. I also provided mentoring to the product
design staff and client in the strategic development of the product line.
Baxter Healthcare, Inc. (with Ed Britt & Co.)
I developed fluid collection systems for their blood separation system. This
instrument system was already developed but their collection methods were not
working. This blood collection component needed to be easy to use and set up,
inexpensive and robust. I was part of the consultant team brought in to correct this.
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Work History, Consultancy
Cramer (Harbor Medical) (MDM Award Winner)
I designed and engineered this innovative emergency fracture splint. This involved
total project management responsibilities. Materials and structural issues were
paramount with the successfulness of this product since this product is used to
immobilize severely fractured limbs and hold them for transport to medical facilities.
Fax International (with Michael Cattafe & Associates)
I engineered this client’s consumer fax/modem enclosure and components. I also
provided manufacturing liaison and sourcing services for the product including IM
tool design and molding.
Fishman Transducers Inc. (with Ed Britt & Co.)
I provided product design (ID) and engineering to the development of this companies
new Pro-EQ Platinum preamp. Primary importance was the move from metal to
plastics and the company’s desire to maintain the highest product quality. I provided
engineering support and liaison for the off-shore sourcing and molding of the product
including tool design, process specification and machine selection. The engineering
grade material used required special screw design and processing for success.
Hewlett-Packard (Scope) (with Michael Cattafe & Associates)
I was responsible for the engineering and analysis of their new line scope product.
This involved end use, manufacturing and materials. Also, introduced new overmolding methods to this client.
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Work History, Consultancy
Instron Inc.
I was responsible for the development of this client’s new hardness indenter. This
involved the packaging of in-house developed electronics, the fit to existing
equipment, manufacturing methods selection and materials. Other projects included
the development of precision drop weights. I also design several drop impact towers
as part of their custom low-end product selections. These products were very cost
sensitive since their use was in the laboratory environment.
Innov-X Systems Inc.
I was responsible for the failure analysis of this companies existing product. This
product’s plastic housing was failing in the field for unknown reasons. I research and
defined the failure mechanism and resolved this issue. Additionally I provided
mechanical review for their product development team for several of their product
lines. This work was done in conjunction with Michael Cattafe Associates (ID).
Invision Products
I designed and developed this company’s line of a unique vacuum-based food storage
technology. This new consumer product and related line was introduced into the
market in 2002. This product involves complex stress analysis do to the pressures on
the plastic vessel. I provided the Industrial Design for the entire product line
involving over thirty different items. This involved the selection of materials, full
engineering of the product for long term vacuum seal integrity in storage at room
temperature, freezer, refrigeration and heated conditions. Materials and product were
designed to be dishwasher safe and durable. For this product line I developed
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Work History, Consultancy
Midas Vision Systems (with Ed Britt & Co.)
I provided mechanical engineering for their vision inspection system. This included
sheet metal design and mechanism design of the entire enclosure. This product
required the development of a unique easy lid lift mechanism. This product was very
cost sensitive. Also sourced and provided liaison with their vendors.
Mira Inc. (with Michael Cattafe & Associates)
I engineered this client’s next generation stereo ophthalmoscope. This involved the
design of all of the component features of the scope including the internal
stereoscopic mechanism, the light source and focusing mechanisms. I worked closely
with their optics specialist to develop this innovative design. I was responsible for
management of prototype fabrication and testing. This product was designed to use
IM and machined components in consideration of the tolerances and low production
volumes required.
I also redesigned their current stereo ophthalmoscope for easier manufacture. This redesign used a combination of cast urethanes for the case parts and precision machined
components for the optical system. This was a low volume product and there was cost
sensitivity.
Niton Corporation (Award Winner) (with Michael Cattafe & Associates)
I provided mechanical engineering services to this client. Projects have included
adding sophisticated internal mechanisms for control of the nuclear sources and
safety features for their lead detectors. This involved using miniature DC motors as
small as 4mm diameter and gear train design. Also I developed several attachments
for their products such as a pistol grip and pole extension. These attachments allowed
more flexibility in the use of the product.
Tenebraex Inc.
I have developed many of this client’s Kill-Flash product line of rifle scope antireflection devices (ARD) including their first product. I was involved in problem
solving and idea generation for their most difficult product challenges.
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•

Ideation of the Product line, form, UX and solutions to attachment for all scopes and
optics devices

•

Materials selection: Nylons used for robustness by military personnel. Other materials
developed for consumers such as PC and ABS.

•

Process selection: Injection Molding and other proprietary manufacturing methods to
produce the honeycomb ARD cores.

•

Tool Design: Developed tooling methods for low volume production. This included
complex hand inserted mold cores to obtain design features.
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Work History, Direct and Contractor work, 1979 - Present
AMAZON GO (2015-12016)

Sr. Manager of Hardware / FTE

I was the Sr Manager for the Vision products. I led the completion of designs and the
deployment into the first Amazon Go store. I entered into the program mid-point. The program
suffered from poor engineering methods and was struggling, the critical points outlined below,
I was tasked with correcting these issues and to bring the program back on track.
•

Evaluation of existing non-vision designs; corrections of several critical engineering errors
that prevented the program from proceeding. These included a fundamental lack of team
understanding with regards to corrosion of metals, powder coating and metal fabrication.

•

Evaluation of vision designs; again, correcting critical engineering errors involving thermal
and mechanical performance.

•

Developed a system wide approach to understand and solve for camera shake causing blur
seen in the imaging. I brought an understanding that the ceiling mount structure
characteristics needed to be understood as a system. This involved my team taking on the
structure engineering of the system resulting in the correction of the blur.

•

Established a true scientific approach to the DOE. I directed the team to rethink and
approach the establishment of the test lab as a true lab. This lab was “garage” level prior to
this correction and the information gained was inaccurate or simply wrong. This was of
critical importance with regards to thermal characteristic and food safety. Worse, the
engineering team did not understand or appreciate that this lack of proper discipline was
even a problem. Under my leadership this was addressed, understood and corrected.

•

Developed PDP and PPAP methods for the organization. Improving all aspects of process

•

I consulted on metal and plastic parts; involving part design, tool design, process trouble
shooting. I worked with the current vendors to correct deficiencies.

In addition to this, I developed the next generation vision product. This work detailed the
architecture requirements required to move the design forward for development.
•
Critical stress analysis and engineering
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•

Product form, ID

•

Materials selection

•

Manufacturing methods selection

•

Vendor sourcing, selection and liaison
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Work History, Direct and Contractor work, 1979 - Present
HP Inc (2012-2014)

Expert Mechanical Engineer / FTE

For this company I was part of the development team for a new innovative page-wide office
printer. I was given two major program tasks, the first was to architect the user facing control
surfaces. This was the tablet style display and the entire top control surface. I developed the
architecture for the display, developing the tablet in its entirety. I designed and engineered the
document input (scanning) surfaces. For this work I brought high quality die casting and the
use of engineered glass.
I brought considerable design methods knowledge and expert plastics knowledge to the entire
lab. I was a resource to both the commercial and consumer teams. This involved being mentor
and design reviews for part design, tool and process. To accomplish the raising of the bar with
regards to these subjects, I created and ran advanced training offered tot eh teams. These
classes were extremely well received and always over full.
•

Created and taught a thirteen week Advanced Plastics Training Course offered open to the
Lab

•

This program met with great success and always was filled to capacity (30-40 per session)

•

Called the “Best program at HP” by attendees

•

I consulted on plastics and design of nearly all plastic parts. Involving part design, tool
design, and process trouble shooting.

In addition to this, I developed the new product look and feel performing the Industrial Design
tasks needed to satisfy this requirement.
•
Critical stress analysis and engineering
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•

Product ID: worked extensively to bring the product design to reality

•

Human Factors

•

Materials selection: Engineered Glass “Dash board” control panel

•

Manufacturing methods selection: High quality Die Cast

•

Vendor sourcing, selection and liaison
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Work History, Direct and Contractor work, 1979 - Present
VALVE Inc (2012) / CastAR (2013)

Mechanical Engineer / FTE

I was part of the original development team, along with Jerri Ellsworth and Rick Johnson, for
a new innovative augmented reality vision gaming system. We started this while at Valve and
then continued through Technical Illusions, CastAR. I worked closely with Jerri and Rick to
translate the concepts to working prototypes. This allowed for the exploration of the concept,
developing such aspects as fundamental use and play.
CastAR is currently in development. Progress can be found on their website.
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•

I drove the product architecture for all the devices; headset, hand device (wand), junction
box, and game board.

•

I drove product ID: worked extensively to bring the product design to reality. I developed
the new product look and feel performing the Industrial Design

•

I helped develop the Play methods, UX/Human Factors and ergonomics of the devices

•

I performed the mechanical engineering work including thermal, structural, critical stress
analysis and engineering

•

I provided materials selection and manufacturing methods selection.

•

I provided Vendor sourcing, selection and liaison
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Work History, Direct and Contractor work, 1979 - Present
XBOX Microsoft Corporation (2010-Present)

Process Architect

As Process Architect my task was to redefine and improve the molding and tool engineering
for the XBOX Accessories Group. XBOX was experiencing IM processing issues with our
CM base. I was chartered with developing a process method to address this and deploy this to
our CM’s.
•
Architect of the entire processing program. Created the current program structure,
elements and documentation. Responsible for the deployment of the program and its
success in implementation with the CM base.
•

Developed and defined tool engineering requirements, in particular the polymer feed
systems and thermal components.

•

Authored the tool and processing documents for RFQ, SOW, Qualification methods and
processing characterization.

•

Developed test methods and specifications for plastic product including Trial DOE and
PPAP.

As part of the XBOX Accessories Team, I am responsible for mentoring and contributing to
the entire team across all products. I helped develop design solutions for the new products
including the use of new materials and processes as well as the design of product features. I
provide direction and input for product ID, ME, Manufacturing and Reliability both internal to
MS and with our CM’s.
XBOX Microsoft Corporation (2005-20106)

Sr. Hardware Engineer

As a Senior ME I developed many of the unique XBOX Accessories marketed since 2005.
This work involved all aspects of both the ME program management and the Mechanical
engineering. I provided the architecture for each product and developed all key features.
Brief listing of key products shipped for XBOX Accessories;
•
Wired and Wireless Headsets, Big button controller, LIPS Microphone, IML
Controllers, Cabot battery, Remotes and next generation RF Controllers.
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•

ME liaison for CRCI, ECO Approver, early ME lead in Team Center CAD architecture

•

ME lead for accessories incubation efforts developing and integrating new technologies
and materials both from inside Microsoft and Outside Vendors

•

ME lead and author for instrumented impact testing, ME design processes for
accessories

•

Authored many of the process methods used by the department including design review
methods, issue tracking, project scheduling methods, etc…
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Work History, Direct and Contractor work, 1979 - Present
Tissue Link Medical (2001)

Product Engineer

For this company I was part of the development team for a new innovative surgical forceps
based device. I was given two major program tasks, the first was to analyze and create an
understanding of the company’s out-sourced design that was not performing. This work
involved a detailed understanding of the force system and the interaction of the components,
the frictional and structural forces involved. This knowledge was needed to improve and move
the design to a new marketable device.
After this work was completed, I was then asked to be responsible for the new direction of the
force system and the components involved. This new system had to be less expensive and
deliver more than four times the originals performance.
In addition to this, I developed the new product look and feel performing the Industrial Design
tasks needed to satisfy this requirement.
•
Critical stress analysis and engineering: end effector force requirement of 120 psi
•

Product ID: generated the entire look and feel of the product

•

Human Factors: developed the grip architecture for best use in the surgical theatre

•

Materials selection: capable of surviving radiation sterilization methods

•

Manufacturing methods selection: improved and simplified assembly requirements

•

Vendor sourcing, selection and liaison

GTE Government Systems (1997-1998)

Design Engineer

I was responsible for the concept layout of the Marine Corps DTC/TDN Communications
system. I designed the field shelters for this proposal. This involved the placement of
equipment for best maintenance and human-factors involvement. This work involved the best
placement of the different communications equipment (rack based), wire routing, over all
shelter thermal control and structural robustness.
•
Developed system layout- human factors, equipment access
•

Structural analysis of shelters and related components

Additionally, I designed the Tactical Interface Adapter (TIA) as a stand-alone product. This
involved introducing GTE to new design methodology in an attempt to innovative their
process.
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•

Introduced commercial/COTS methods to development

•

Structural analysis- Munson Road and vibration testing

•

Product ID
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Work History, Direct and Contractor work, 1979 - Present
Safety 1st (1995-1996, 1998)

Sr. Product Engineer

I designed and developed over twenty-three top selling products in the Safety 1st line. Many of
these products are still fulfilling strong market share such as their “Space Saver” line of
products. I was responsible for the direct conceptual design of these products and input to
support the industrial design group. I worked closely with the in-house industrial design and
marketing groups to establish product goals.
I pioneered new technologies for the company introducing their use of advanced CAD/CAE
software and rapid prototyping methods including STL, SLS and LOM. I was responsible the
implementing of these technologies in the development of all new products.
•
Analysis and engineering of product
•

Product design

•

Materials and process selection

•

Vendor sourcing, selection and liaison

•

Introduced new engineering methods via Cad and RP applications

S&H Diagnostics (1997)

Director of Engineering

I was responsible for all of the mechanical engineering for this Product Design office. I headed
their CAD design group. Projects I was involved with include the engineering of medical
instrumentation enclosures for Bayer of Tarrytown, NY, display units for the point of purchase
market, and consumer sports eyewear that combined headphones with protective sun eye wear.
I was also responsible for the input with the writing of patents applied for by this firm.
•
Engineering and analysis of all products
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•

Materials and process selection

•

Product ID (concept and refinement input)

•

Vendor/Client sourcing, selection and liaison
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Work History, Direct and Contractor work, 1979 - Present
Ciba-Corning Diagnostics (1993-1995) (ISDA Medical Device Award Winner) Sr Product
Engineer
I was involved in the conceptual design of most of the plastic components used in the system.
This involved providing plastic process information to the R&D department. I worked closely
with the industrial design and engineering staffs to maintain design intent. I engineered the
instrument's sample input and waste output systems. This included researching materials that
were capable of shedding blood waste. I developed an innovative bottle weighing system that
was later adopted by another division.
•
Developed unique sample weighting system
•

Materials and process selection

•

Product ID (concept and refinement input)

Foster-Miller (1991-1992)

Design Engineer

I worked with the Special Machinery Group in developing a robotics system for the cleaning
of nuclear reactor heat exchangers, CECIL System. I was co-developer of the basic overall
design concept of the robot for customer (Navy) presentation. Then I was tasked with the
design of the high-pressure spray system. This involved engineering a high-pressure nozzle
capable of 5000psi and maintaining a coherent spray up to 60”. This spray also could not
damage the nuclear steam tube bundle while cleaning at 1” distance.
•
Researched and developed unique high pressure spray system
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•

Developed foundation mechanical system design of robotic unit

•

Developed initial proposals for US Navy
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Work History, Direct and Contractor work, 1979 - Present
Hasbro Inc. (1985, 1986, 1989, 1991)
Design Engineer
I was responsible for the design of consumer products for this client. These products covered
the juvenile and child age groups. Products include an infant folding bouncer, GI Joe products,
Air Raiders and Fantastic Flowers Products as well as others.
•
Structural design for product safety
•

Materials and process selection

•

Product ID (concept and refinement input)

Aseco Inc. (1990-1991)
Design Engineer
I was responsible for the design of an automated high-speed device loader. This unit was used
on their new device testing product. This design involved the reduction of parts and
simplification of design to reduce cost and increase quality.
•
Simplified system design for reduced cost and higher efficiency
Acufex Microsurgical Inc. (1990)
Product Designer
I developed this company’s line of plastic surgical containers. This involved designing the
case line, vendor sourcing, and liaison between client and the selected vendors. These cases
are used in the surgical environment and were required to withstand the associated rigors of
repeated sterilizations.
•
Materials and processes selection

Edward C Owen

•

Vendor selection and liaison

•

Product ID
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Work History, Direct and Contractor work, 1979 - Present
Thermax Inc. (1988 to 1989)

Mechanical Designer

I developed engineering layouts for Vaporizers and Heat Exchangers. I was involved with the
design of the steam, water and ambient air heat exchangers. This work involved the design of
the aluminum extrusions, internal and external fin design, internal flow features, pressure
vessel layout, flange design, bundle\baffle design, and structural frame design and site layout.
This product line met ASME, CSA and European Pressure vessel standards. As part of my
work I developed their CAD system and integrated their documentation system.

Teledyne Rodney Metals (1987-1988)

Manufacturing Engineer

I was responsible for the engineering and design of three distinct process systems for this
company. First was a wastewater recovery system involving all filters and the delivery system.
Second was an oil filtration system for one of the steel rolling mills. This involved moving the
system from below ground to above ground enhancing the ease of maintenance. Third was the
design of a heat recovery system. This system allowed for the reclaiming of heat and its use to
generate steam. All of these systems required gaining a working knowledge of the processes
that they provided.
•
Development of manufacturing processes
•

Analysis and engineering

•

Vendor sourcing, selection and liaison

Parker Nichols, Zenith Pump Div. (1988)

Tooling Engineer

I developed a complete tooling system for the manufacture of tight tolerance metering pumps.
This involved the selection of process equipment and the engineering of all needed tooling.
Tools included Multi-spindle drill and reaming tools and grinding stations.
•
Analysis and engineering of tooling

Edward C Owen

•

Machine/process selection

•

Vendor liaison
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Work History, Direct and Contractor work, 1979 - Present
Bose Inc. (1987)
Product Designer
I worked on the development of the Bose Cannon Speaker. I developed the RIM Flanges and
the PVC Pipe sections. The Flange design involved insert molding aluminum plates to meet
the structural requirements. I worked with the Mold Maker to verify the design’s moldability.
In addition, I worked on several other products including an early wave speaker.
•
Selection of new processes (first RIM use)
•

Design of molded components

•

Vendor liaison

Emerson & Cuming (1986 to 1987)

Mold Designer

I designed syntactic foam molds for the manufacture of floatation devices for the US Navy
688 class fast attack subs. These molds are made from formed sheet steel shells with welded
structure.
•
Mold layout and fabrication (these were large welded molds)

Texas Instruments Inc. (1985-1986)

Tool Designer

I designed specialized tooling and equipment for the manufacture of electronic devices
highlighted by the design of a 1000 piece per minute chip loading system. This was production
line equipment used in their IC assembly line. I also developed several product testers for their
bi-metal thermal sensors.

LTX Inc. (1983-1985)

Tooling Engineer

I was the primary tool engineer for this manufacturer of ATE systems. In this capacity, I
developed entire tooling schemes for the manufacture of the companies' products. I was
involved in the design and implementation of new processes and the design of new product
manufacturing lines. This involved the development of manufacturing methods and the control
of materials and processes.
•
Developed tooling methods and systems; Wire wrap and SMT tooling and fixturing
•

Edward C Owen

Developed entire plant production line process for product assembly. This involved the
line layout and specific station requirements.
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Work History, Direct and Contractor work, 1979 - Present
Acushnet Co. (1981-1983)
Machine Designer
I developed several robotic product-handling systems for this manufacturer. This involved the
design of specialized robot and gripper systems, tray conveyor and stacking systems and the
related support equipment for the work cell. These machines are still being used today after
nearly twenty years of service.
•
Foundation research in robotic elements including motion control and gripper design.
Worked with Robert Brown on this.
•

Vendor selection and liaison. Managed the outside machine shops for manufacture of
components. I was also involved in the assembly and debug of each of the systems.

•

System layout and design

Packaging Industries Inc. (1980 to 1981)
Machine Design Engineer
I developed a line of floppy disk jacket manufacturing machinery. I was involved in the design
of all of the process machines required for this product. This included die cutting tooling,
lamination machines and jacket folders. I was also responsible for the manufacturing
engineering support for the product. This included facilities design and layout, production
schedule and personnel.
•
Machine design and engineering
•

Manufacturing methods and process design

General Dynamics (1979 thru 1980)
Layout Draftsman
Worked on various submarine systems for the trident program. These included weapons
systems, propulsion systems and HVAC systems throughout the boat. Developed written
procedures for the maintenance of the bow dome and propulsion shaft removed and
replacement.
•
Design of torpedo handling equipment. This included handling harnesses and loading
systems.
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•

Maintenance procedures (main propeller shaft removal and bow dome removal)

•

HVAC Layouts and installation
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Conclusion
Thank you for your time and attention. I appreciate that you felt engaged enough to surrender the
precious gift of time. I hope this document was helpful and, in some way, insightful.
I hope you will take me under consideration for your own projects. I look forward to the adventure.

Best,

Edward C. Owen, edo
Design principles to live by;

Deiter Rams' ten principles of "good (product) design”

Is innovative - The possibilities for innovation are not, by any means, exhausted. Technological development is always offering new opportunities for innovative design. But
innovative design always develops in tandem with innovative technology, and can never be an end in itself.
Makes a product useful- A product is bought to be used. It has to satisfy certain criteria, not only functional, but also psychological and aesthetic. Good design emphasizes
the usefulness of a product whilst disregarding anything that could possibly detract from it.
Is aesthetic- The aesthetic quality of a product is integral to its usefulness because products are used every day and have an effect on people and their well-being. Only wellexecuted objects can be beautiful.
Makes a product understandable- It clarifies the product’s structure. Better still, it can make the product clearly express its function by making use of the user's intuition. At
best, it is self-explanatory.
Is unobtrusive- Products fulfilling a purpose are like tools. They are neither decorative objects nor works of art. Their design should therefore be both neutral and restrained, to
leave room for the user's self-expression.
Is honest- It does not make a product more innovative, powerful or valuable than it really is. It does not attempt to manipulate the consumer with promises that cannot be kept.
Is long-lasting- It avoids being fashionable and therefore never appears antiquated. Unlike fashionable design, it lasts many years – even in today's throwaway society.
Is thorough down to the last detail- Nothing must be arbitrary or left to chance. Care and accuracy in the design process show respect towards the consumer.
Is environmentally friendly- Design makes an important contribution to the preservation of the environment. It conserves resources and minimizes physical and visual
pollution throughout the lifecycle of the product.
Is as little design as possible- "Weniger, aber besser“; Less, but better – because it concentrates on the essential aspects, and the products are not burdened with nonessentials. Back to purity, back to simplicity.
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